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As organizations move forward on their cloud adoption journeys, security teams are 
tasked with taking into account different views of security as they form a more complete 
picture for determining their security stance and next actions. Wiz’s cloud security 
offering aims to achieve this more efficiently with its graph-based models.

This report, licensed to Wiz, developed and as provided by S&P Global Market Intelligence (S&P), was published as part of S&P’s syndicated market 
insight subscription service. It shall be owned in its entirety by S&P. This report is solely intended for use by the recipient and may not be reproduced or 
re-posted, in whole or in part, by the recipient without express permission from S&P.
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Introduction
The widespread move by organizations of all sizes toward using infrastructure and platform services from 
cloud providers has resulted in a massive shift in how IT is designed, deployed and delivered. This new reality 
has forced security teams to adapt and quickly ramp up their cloud security capabilities. When they do this, 
however, they’re often faced with having to deal with a fragmented view of cloud security, often because 
different tools end up being used to capture the broad picture of security.

Cloud security startup Wiz has put together an agentless approach to cloud security that aims to address this. 
The company has moved quickly in securing funding and is now expanding its presence in target markets.

THE 451 TAKE

Alongside some of its newer competitors, Wiz represents a newer cohort of cloud security firms 
aiming to better align to how organizations go about deploying their cloud environments. This often 
means having strong API support and deeper understanding of both how the different elements fit 
together and how the threat landscape for cloud might be different. Wiz has attracted attention for 
the speed with which it has launched a competitive offering – the company is barely a year old – and 
the receptiveness it has found among many larger customers and funding partners. The key challenge 
for Wiz will be to demonstrate that it can compete with a broad set of alternatives, particularly as 
organizations look to balance best of breed with maintaining a manageable set of vendor partners.

Context
Wiz was founded in 2020 by Assaf Rappaport, Ami Luttwak, Yinon Costica and Roy Reznik, who are CEO, CTO, 
VP of product, and VP of research and development, respectively. The company has about 80 employees and is 
headquartered in Tel Aviv until this fall, when it will relocate to New York City. It has additional offices in Denver 
and Palo Alto, California.

The founders share a common heritage stemming from their service in the Israel Defense Forces. The four also 
founded another company together, Adallom, a cloud security broker that was sold to Microsoft in 2015, where 
they ran the Cloud Security Group until last year.

Wiz moved quickly to raise a total of $230m. Its $100m series A round from Sequoia Capital and Index Ventures 
in December 2020 was at the time one of the largest series A rounds on record for a security vendor, and its 
$130m series B in March, led by Advent Venture Partners with Cyberstarts, Greenoaks Capital, Index Ventures, 
Insight Partners, and Sequoia Capital participating, resulted in a publicized $1.7bn valuation in record time.

Market
Wiz’s offering sits within what 451 Research considers the cloud security market. We further divide this 
market into security for SaaS applications (typically associated with cloud access security brokers and 
potentially identity as a service), cloud workload protection, and cloud platform security. Wiz’s offering and 
focus on governance put it closer to the cloud platform security submarket. In general, the distinguishing 
characteristics of this sector include defining, reporting and possibly correcting the various security controls 
and configurations within environments defined inside cloud provider platforms.

This is a market that is evolving as customers develop more experience with cloud platforms, as providers 
offer increased governance functionality, and as governance gets tackled as a use case by a growing number 
of third-party vendors. According to 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise service, customers indicate that 
security and governance concerns are top of mind when making decisions about adoption of IaaS/public cloud 
for production applications.
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Key Security Concerns with Cloud Environments

Source: 451 Research’s Voice of the Enterprise: Information Security, Budgets and Outlook 2020

Strategy
The key thesis put forth by Wiz is that the cloud security domain is too complex and dynamic to be handled by 
a set of disparate tools, often designed with the goal of supporting security teams but without accounting for 
the needs of cloud engineering teams. The company has been offering its cloud security tooling to customers in 
multiple verticals; indicates that it has gained traction with dozens of customers, including large organizations 
in financial services; and claims that 10% of the Fortune 500 have adopted Wiz in its first six months of selling 
product. The vendor aims to engage primarily with security stakeholders but has noted interest from those in 
cloud security architecture roles as well.

Wiz has focused primarily on the North American market, just opened up its EMEA sales division, and is ramping 
up its sales outreach efforts – the company has been hiring aggressively in business development and sales. 
Most sales efforts are still direct, although Wiz is looking to build additional channel relationships.

Technology
For most organizations, the general pattern for securing cloud deployments is to have some tooling scan the 
environment for deviations from desired security policies, but that usually results in numerous alerts that may 
or may not be relevant if taking into account a deeper look into the context for the cloud asset being inspected. 
This is the gap that Wiz is looking to cover with its cloud security offering.

The typical use cases that the company is aiming to address are discovering an accurate picture of cloud asset 
inventory and their configuration state, followed by performing risk-based analysis of potential gaps against 
prescribed standards. It does this by natively connecting to multiple sources of data such as cloud APIs and 
vulnerability feeds, and then computing an aggregate view of the environment, which allows Wiz to surface 
specific vulnerabilities and misconfigurations, along with their calculated exposure. As deficiencies are found, 
the vendor can fire off remediation notifications via a variety of methods.
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Wiz is based on a SaaS model. The company supports all three major cloud suppliers (AWS, Microsoft Azure 
and Google Cloud) and can also support inspecting VMs, Kubernetes environments, containers, and serverless 
functions as well. It does this via an agentless approach that leverages service accounts with the right 
permissions in each cloud environment for streamlined provisioning. As data is collected periodically through 
the cloud provider APIs and creating snapshots of the VMs, Wiz uses the information to feed its back-end 
graph-based infrastructure from which it makes its analysis. The vendor also offers a management interface 
and several API connectivity methods, including tying into CI/CD pipelines for scanning definitions during 
development and test phases.

The key element for Wiz’s offering is that it builds a complex model of the multiple relationships between 
different elements in the cloud environment: cloud configurations, VM and container state, identities, secrets, 
networks, disk images, and more. This model is refreshed periodically and can be queried for both visualizations 
and inquiry as well as compliance against numerous targets.

Importantly, Wiz organizes the multitude of elements it finds into ‘projects,’ which allows it to align assets 
against a variety of complex organizational models found in large organizations. Each project can have different 
owners, risk profiles, security requirements, and more. These factors may be stored as tags and deployed 
elsewhere in workflows.

Wiz provides a flexible query language that supports numerous scenarios involving all of the different elements 
it keeps in its graph model. The queries created using a visual editor and can be scheduled for periodic 
checking. The company uses the same model to perform compliance checks. It indicates that it ships with 
hundreds of different rules that align to compliance targets such as CIS Controls, PCI DSS, NIST CSF, and others. 
Customers can create additional checks themselves.

Query results can then be displayed and aggregated in numerous ways – by product, technology, severity, and 
others – and customized to each specific user need. Wiz provides API support via GraphQL and REST access 
and offers examples in Python, Java, C#, JavaScript, Go and shell, as well as an API explorer module to simplify 
creation of requests. The company recently added deeper support for analyzing user identities and privileges.

Competition
With Wiz touching on different aspects of cloud security – posture and configuration, vulnerability 
management, identity, and others – it’s not surprising that it runs into a broad set of rivals, ranging from other 
startups with similar approaches to established security vendors. The two closest competitors that come to 
mind when looking at Wiz’s agentless scan- and graph-centered analysis are Orca Security and JupiterOne. 
Coming at the problem space from slightly different angles, both companies offer a similar approach of 
connecting to cloud environments and performing different levels of querying and insights across disparate 
dimensions of cloud security.

Other well-known options for cloud security include but are not limited to Palo Alto Networks’ Prisma Cloud 
offerings, Rapid7’s DivvyCloud (and Alcide for Kubernetes support), Trend Micro’s CloudOne, Aqua Security, 
Lacework, Check Point, Sophos, and others. Smaller players include Concourse Labs, Sonrai Security, Turbot, 
Fugue, Accurics, and others. Wiz is looking to differentiate based on the combination of its broad reach into 
different aspects of cloud security, coupled with its API capabilities and support for complex configurations.
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SWOT Analysis

STRENGTHS
Wiz supports a broad set of cloud security concepts 
– cloud configuration, vulnerability information, 
workload details, and more – coupled with a flexible 
query language and strong API support.

WEAKNESSES
The company is focused primarily on scanning 
for vulnerability and configuration issues and 
doesn’t necessarily address runtime security 
issues. This leaves open the door for possible rivals 
offering both configuration and runtime security 
functionality.

OPPORTUNITIES
The widespread adoption of cloud-native 
technologies is driving a strong interest in ensuring 
that those deployments are done securely. For 
many organizations, the prospect of an integrated 
offering that covers multiple use cases is likely to 
be appealing.

THREATS
The cloud infrastructure security space is heavily 
contested by numerous offerings from third-party 
vendors both large and small, not to mention 
technology platforms, open source initiatives, and 
the cloud suppliers themselves.
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